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Abacus primary school wickford ofsted report

Students or their parents are capable of claiming free school meals if they receive a qualification benefit. What percentage of budget in the primary school of Abacus is spent on the supply team? As the scores of the primary school of Abacus in each indicator. Schools that admit on the basis of the academic or religious selection will have a much more
dispersed pattern. Urn: 133312 Address: Tresco Way, Wick, Wickford, Essex, SS12 9GJ View location on Google Maps The etach track that the establishment is legally authorized to predict. This field does not show students who actually received free school meals, but the number of those who are eligible to receive them. Lowcov = low coverage:
shown for the measurement and coverage 'valued', where schools have less than 50% of students included in the measure calculation in = not applicable: the numbers are not The available for the year in question, or the data field is not applicable to school or in college ne = no entries: school or college has not entered any student or students for
qualifications covered by the new measure = new school or college np = not published: for example, we do not publish progress 8 data for independent schools and independent special schools, or malfunctioning for several independent schools, independent special schools and special schools Maintained redacted: redact these numbers if they do not
allow the calculation of a reliable estimate and therefore do not provide a fair performance measure. We avoid making these public numbers to protect individual privacy. The best source of information is usually the site of the relevant local authority, but once you have established your views in a school, it is a good idea to ask how they see things in
pot the year you are interested. SN = Small Number: The number is subject to rounding and is less than 3 SP = small The percentage is subject to and is between 0% and 0.5% supp = deleted: under certain circumstances, we will suppress data from an establishment. You can also see how primary school compares to other schools throughout
England. The data are available in obtenence, progress, absence levels and when the school was inspected for the last time. What kind of school is the primary school of the US? Stars Stars Stars - 2019 stars - 2018 stars - 2017 stars - 2016 Excellent 4 2 2 2 Progress 4 1 3 3 Attendance 2 3 3 2 What OFSTED Tells About This Escola Erase School was
evaluated as good in your More recent team inspection. Accomplishment of all children in the primary school of ABACUS with different levels of embodiment in the key phase 1 and the students of disadvantaged origins play in terms of reaching the expected pattern in Reading, writing and mathematics? Schools do not lose points for missing data, so
will still come out better in ranking than schools that are lower than that indicator, but can not mark as schools that work well on the indicator. This is usually when 5 or fewer students or students covered by measure (29 for learning measures). - = null: Numbers are not available for the year in question, or the data field is not applicable to school or
college. Teachers use their strong subject knowledge to develop learning students in a wide range of subjects. School work to promote personal development and personal work well-being is excellent. Inspection date November 23, 2016 General and Efficiency Good ~ â € "â €" â € ¬ The good the office for the patterns in education, children's services
and skills (OFSTED) regularly inspect schools - please check here Lastest Standed relatives. This field is not published by established users, since it is filled by the DFE The underlying data from schools, schools, and his statistical release of characteristics published to each summer. Yes Absent Data (out of 42) 12 Our exclusive classification system
takes into account a range of different indicators to evaluate the performance of a school. November 2019 Report Report if you want to read our state report on the site of the education department, please click here please click to tell us about our school please click to go to the department of Education, visit the Performance Tables website Learn
more about our results Please click here to further compare candidates for a school that has places to, which receives is determined by which candidates fulfill the criterion Admission. The number of participation below show that a proportion of half-day sessions were lost by students and how this compares to local and national men. In the primary
school of Abacus, the students had a multi-day progress in writing in 2019, which was -0.6 compared to the National Day of 0. Many schools admit children based on at school or fixed captivation area. Financing while the finances are not included in our calculation of how good schools are, many schools publish information about how much they are
spending on student education. How do children with different levels of implementation and disadvantaged contexts play in terms of progress in reading and how does this compare to the local days? The figures below show that the proportion of half-day sessions were lost by students and counted as an absence not allowed and how this compares to
local and national multi-days. Classifications for years before 2016 were based on how the school held in the previous currency, then the performance is not directly comparable to 2019. School type of information Community School of 11 Glessing the mixed religion does not apply how many children children School roll in the last years? Students are
well prepared for the next stage of their education. "The curriculum is varied and interesting, allowing students to achieve good results in a range of subjects. If the table is blank, it means that There are no recent inspections for this school. These provide an indication, but not an accurate map of school captivation: always refer to a local authority
and sites Schools for precise information. Children enter school from here: regularly most of the years often often frequently, but not this year of primary school and Abacus in November 2016, school ABACUS primarily was again judged as 'good' by ofsted, which means that school is effective in delivering results that offer well for all your student
needs. In 2017/18, the most recent full school year, 4.4% of half-day sessions were lost by students at the primary school of the US. For these schools, The cutting distance varies from year to year, especially if the school give priority to the brothers, and the pattern will be of a central nucleus with outliers (whoever will be mainly sisters). How do
students at the primary school school made in the evaluations at the end of the stage 2 and how to compare to the local authority and national authorities? We can also suppress data on a case-by-case basis. See how schools in your area classify school classifications: How do we rank schools School Name ABACUS Escola Primary School Primary Local
Name Essex Entertainment Tresco Way, Wick, Wickford, SS12 9GJ Number of Telephone 01268571018 Status Open 01/09/2002 Open date and status above indicate when the primary school of Arabism opened or when he moved to his latest incarnation, with several schools converted to gyms in the last years . For transparency, we publish the
headline information for these providers in the national performance rate tables. Students students - school students - National% English as such as Language (Eal) 1.7 21.2% Free school meals 4.7 23% Sen 8.4 12.6% Sen Declaration 1.7 1.6 How can we evaluate this school? Where schools have recently changed, data for previous years covering
their previous incarnation are included below too - so a school can have a status again due to conversion for a gym, But it has data for previous years before the conversion. Admission criteria are often complicated and can change from year to year. These are compounds of a group of neighboring postal cats, which represent their strange forms. Yes
How does the primary school of Arabacus realize in each of the areas inspected by OFSTED? The 2019 KS2 tests were evaluating a new curriculum that was introduced in 2014. As children with different levels of realization the child level and disadvantaged students play in terms of progress made in mathematics and such as this Do you compare
your local men? In the primary school of Abacus, the students had a multi-day progress in reading in 2019 which was 1 compared to the National Day of 0. Teacher Professor Professor Professor ( 17.5 No. of Teaching Assistants (FTE) 9.2 MCH Raw Salary All Teachers 2018/19 (GBP) 37.477 Miscellaneous Gross Salary of All Teachers 2018/19 (GBP) National 38,369 Students progress is The evaluated on how much progress they do between the evaluations in the Chav Stage 1 (Baby) and Chav Stage 2 (Juniors), with the progress of all students contributing to a general measure of 'added value' to school. Data may be missing for some indicators because it has not been published. How does the%
boys and girls at the primary school of USA reaching the stand-alone pattern in reading, writing and mathematics compares to the national day? How many teachers are there and what is the medication salary? The main discoveries were: the head director, Supported by employees and governors, ensured that good standards were kept at school
since previous inspection. previous. Quality of teaching, learning and evaluation is good. In the primary school of Abacus, the students had a mathematical mathematical progress in 2019, which was 1.4 compared to the National Day of 0. Student features - What percentage Are you in different groups and how does this compare to the national day?
This can be because school is new or because it is very small, so the data were suppressed to avoid identifying individual students. This field is not published by established users, since it is filled by the DFE using the underlying data from schools, students and their characteristics statistical launch published to each summer. Category of the results of
the students of good quality teaching, learning and evaluation Good efficacy of leadership and management Good personal development, behavior and well-being Good realization in 2019, 73% of Students at the US primary school reached the expected pattern in reading, writing and mathematics. * Colorful areas described in black are census
outdown areas. School Name Abacus School Primary Local Authority Essex General Classification 47.8 / 100 rank 7,194 / 14,879 accommodation for the progress of progress that we analyze all government data to bring you the summary in your local primary schools. What is the student: Proportion of teachers in the primary school of US and how
compares to the national day? Parents are school solidater and hold in high consideration. Click here to visit the Página of Osted's Web on Abacus Click below for a song of the most recent Osted School Report. In addition, we can show how many full-time teachers are in school. The system tracks the realization, student progress, teaching, student's
participation and if the school is improving. This field shows whether the family of a student claimed the eligibility for free school meals, as reported in the annual census of the Spring. What is the total spending of school by student at the US primary school? Abacus? For local day? What proportion of students are classified as persistent absent
(missing 10% or more of all sessions)? (The school is in blue) How much does the primary school of Arabic per student in teachers and educational support team and how does this compare to MÃ- dio spending on Essex? GENERAL VISION OF EXCELLENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE OR INSTRUCTION DATE 11/24/2016 Reading of the Reading Report
of Reading Concept of Inspection Related to the current school? How do children with different levels of accomplishment and disadvantaged contexts play in terms of progress in writing and how does this compare to local days? Nationally, primary school students lost 4% of half-day sessions. Inspections can refer to an incarnation of school (for
example, where they became a gym), and are provided for information (as they are not Classification declared for the current school). This field does not show students who actually received free school meals, but the percentage of those who are eligible to receive them. While students are generally with the objective of working on the expected level

in reading, writing and mathematics, which proportion of children in the primary school of the abacus had a punctuation High in reading and mathematics and working in greater depth in writing, and how does this compare to performance at local and national level? The figures used are the figures of the performance table that guarantee that gias
and location schools and comparison at the service of England are consistent. Yes Date of the latest short inspection (if applicable) 11/24/2016 Result of short inspection of short-related inspection to the current school? This information is compiled from the data returned by establishments for the establishment in the third Thursday in January, in the
return of Spring School Census Data. Reading teaching is a school force. School makes good good Students - Spiritual development, moral, social and cultural development. The staff provides good levels of care, guidance and support for students. The "hottest" color, the more children were admitted. In September 2012, a punctuation of 3 changed
indication satisfactory to require improvements. The student number places the establishment can accommodate. CLASSIFICATION 2019 Ratings 2017 Classification 2016 Global Stars 3 2 2 2 Global Scouts 47.8 38.8 42.4 44.9 England Rank 7.194 11.357 9.041 8.951 Rank Location 186 298 249 247 The Teacher To pupil Ratio is also a good indication
of the focus that your child will get. Inspection information correspond from November 30. Here, the primary school of Arabic, the Tresco Way, Wick, Wickford, SS12 9GJ, is placed in focus to show your scores in relation to other schools in the area. Area.
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